TROUBLE SHOOTING
INFORMATION
TACHOMETERS, SPEEDOMETERS FOR
2000-2003 CORRECT CRAFT
Veethree no longer offers or services the digital tachometer or speedometer used in 2000-2003 model
year Correct Craft.
However, the Sierra Premier Pro Series gauges* will operate well in the same dash panel application.
The gauges have a fog resistant coating on the inside of the lens, sealed against water intrusion from
rain or normal wash down, have domed lens to prevent standing water, and the bezel is black.
The instrument dial lights red and the pointer lights bright white at night for excellent visibility.
The tachometer is available in 6000 or 8000 RPM. It will use the same tachometer wires in the boat
now. The plug does need to be removed from the tachometer harness and ring terminals installed on
the wire ends to connect to the new tachometer.
62724P - 6000 RPM
62725P - 8000 RPM
The speedometer is available in 65 MPH or 50 MPH. It will use one of the pitots on the transom. Bypass
the Speedometer Electric Module. You will not need it, or the speedometer wiring harness. Since the
speedometer has only the light that is electrical, you can jump those two connections from the tachometer.
62722P - 65 MPH
84510F - 50 MPH** (Special Order only)
There is now a 60 MPH GPS speedometer option available. The GPS speedometer does require a
speed signal from an NMEA0183 device or an NMEA0183 GPS receiver (sold separately).
781-627-060P - 60MPH GPS speedometer
68982P - 4 foot harness, low speed (1 Hz), updates once (1) every second
69053P - 4 foot harness, high speed (10 Hz), updates ten (10) times every second
68755P - 25 foot harness, low speed (1 Hz), updates once (1) every second
These quality products are available from retailers such as West Marine, Boater’s World, Bass Pro, etc.
We are certain these gauges will work well in your boat.
*Not approved for National Water Ski Association competition events.
**For special orders, please email Sierra Marine at lit-marinecs@dometic.com to ask for a retailer
which can special order this gauge for you.
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